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(Questions 1 to 30) Choose the correct answer in each sentence below. 

1. He was punished, ____________ he was guilty. 

 A) not   B) as C) so D) through 

2. I shall not go out now ___________ it is raining heavily. 

 A) in spite of   B) contrary to C) because D) but 

3. It is a long time __________ we last saw her. 

 A) since B) when C) whether  D) unless 

4. It was a terrible accident ___________ no one was hurt. 

 A) that B) but C) if D) before 

5. The drive _________ murder in the broad daylight was really surprising, how could they 

escape? 

 A) and B) through C) over D) by 

6. He is faithful___his teacher. 

 A) to B) at C) with D) on 

7. It was a boring class lecture and I simply dozed the hour __________ 

 A) out B) off C) over D) away 

8. Doctor prescribed me the medicines which are____for curing cold. 

 A) real B) proper C) effective D) capable 

9. When I heared of her brillinat success, I sent her my ______. 

 A) regards B) wishes C) condolences D) congratulations    

10. Overhead briges are bult for the safety of ____________. 

 A) passangers B) motorists C) pedestrians D) cyclists 

 

Join the two sentences given below and choose the correct answer from the options provided: 

11. The boy was tired. He went to bed. 



 A) The boy was tired, but he went to bed. 

 B) In spite of being tired, the boy went to bed. 

 

 C) The boy was tired due to which he went to bed. 

 D) The boy was tired, sadly he went to bed. 

12. Rama is not clever. He is hardworking. 

 A) Rama is neither clever nor hardworking. 

 B) Rama may not be clever but he is certainly hardworking. 

 C) Rama, being clever, is hardworking. 

 D) Rama, though clever, is however hardworking. 

Choose the correct conjuction for each sentence 

13. Tigers won't attack ______ they are hungry. 

 A) unless B) because C) although D) if 

14. It was getting dark __________ we went indorrs. 

 A) as B) so C) while D) as soon as 

15. Neither his sister _______ his mother met me. 

 A) non B) not C) or D) nor 

16. She had no other hobby ______ that of collecting flowers. 

 A) other B) rather C) than D) but 

 

Choose the right word from the aulternatives. 

17. A person who is disloyal to his country is called as ______. 

 A) hypocrite B) traitor C) patriot D) criminal 

18. A person who examines tissues, bodily fluids, stool, urine and blood is known as as ______. 

 A) doctor B) pharmacist C) Pathologist D) nurse 

19. His paintings shows that he is a great ______. 

 A) artisan B) artist C) carpenter D) art 

Choose the correct adverb in the following sentence. 

20. I am ______ delighted to see you here. 



 A) very B) much C) too D) enough 

 

 

ANSWERS 

1. B 

2. C 

3. A 

4. B 

5. A 

6. A 

7. B 

8. C 

9. D 

10. C 

11. C 

12. B 

13. D 

14. C 

15. D 

16. C 

17. B 

18. C 

19. B 

20. B 

 


